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DEFINITION OF DRAIN AND SEWER,

By JOHN ROBERSTSON, M.D.

TIIERE is probably not a district in the whole of England where, witli-T in the last ten or twenty years, real difficulties have not occurred iu
deciding what is a drain and what is a sewer. While this is generally
true in tllc great majority of towns, the question is one of everyday worry
and anxiety, in a great many cases of obvious injustice.

It will be found in practice that tlie type of drainage arrangements in
different towns varies a great deal. In certain of our Lancashire and

Yorkshire towns with long back passages there is not nearly so much

difficulty as in the case of court-yard town.. The amount of bad feeling
and friction which has been generated between municipal authorities on
the one hand, and local surve3rors and property owners on the other, is

very great. The expense to property owners and the profit to the legal
profession is considerable at the present time.

Numerous books have been written on the law relating to drains and
sewers, mainly with the object of making it more clear as to what is a

drain and what is a sewer. ~lr. ~1acmorran’s book of 853 pages is one of
the latest of these.

When we look into the case law on the subject, and read many of the
conflicting decisions, we are struck with, apparently, an absence of common
sense in many of the important cases. When we hear of rain-water gutters
becoming sewers, and of rain-water spouts being sewers, and of the drain-
age from houses flowing first of all through drains into sewers, and then
again through a drain before it enters the real sewer, I think one is

justified in suggesting that some common-sense action should be taken to
settle the matter.

For many corporations the matter is one of very great imhortance
from the point of view of the rates. A wrong interpretation of the mean-
ing of the words may mean a difference of anything between ~5,000 and
~10,000 a year in our larger municipalities in the upkeep of what are
obviously drains.
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I fed strongly that the question is not so dimcult as at first sight it
appears to be. Only ten or fifteen years ago, the owners of property built
their llonses and paid for the drains with the clear understanding that
whether they were separate or combined, or tangled in any way one likes
to imagine, they were things which it was their duty to repair and keep
right for eve.

Quibbles in Interpretation of the law have made it possible to raise a
doubt as to whether almost everyone of these old drains is a drain or
sewer. My own feeling is that the best solution of the difliculty will be
somewhat in the direction of requiring owners to keep their drains or
sewers in repair on private property, while the municipality keeps the
drains and sewers in the public highway in repair. I am aware, of course,
that there are sewers running across private property which it would be
perfectly easy to exempt, and also that there are several other contingen-
cies which would have to be provided for; but the main lines on whicli I
would look for the amendment in the law are in the direction of making
the owner responsible for everything which is on his property, allowing
the municipality to be responsible for that part of the drain which con-
nects to the sewer and which is in the road.

RESOLUTION.

That, in the opinion of this Conference, the time has arrived when
the definitions of the words &dquo; drain ’’ and &dquo; sewer &dquo; in the Public I~ealth
Acts and the :Metropolis Management Act should be amended.&dquo;

lln. SxAirn (Birkenhead) seconded the resolution.

Dirt. B01D (Gloucester) said that the subject under discussion was a very
complicated and difficulty one, which could not be simplified by a mere varia-
tion of definitions. It was partly a question of law and 1)ilrtly’rOf fact in each
ease. AN’liat seemed to be wanted was a codification of the law as established

by judicial decisions. After that lad been done, the question of deiinition would
follow as a matter of course.

COUNCILLOR MACLURE (Belfast) said that the tangled subject of drains and
sewers was one that the authorities in Belfast had had considerable trouble

with. By their own local Acts a drain was defined as belonging to the owner of
the premises served by it, and must be kept in repair by him, the Corporation
being responsible for the main sewer in the street only. By the Public Health
Act a drain became a sewer when it drained more than one house. Their very
able town clerk, Sir Samuel Black, often expressed his dissatisfaction with the
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absurd changes made by the Public Health Act. He voiced the mind of the
health authority when he said they would gladly welcome’ amendments in this
Act.

Dn. H. MAXLET (West Bromwich) said the difficulty had greatly arisen

from Sect. 19 of the Public Health Acts Amendment Act, 1890, which was

really intended to apportion the expenses among the property owners where
there are more than one. The rights of the local authority against the persons
by whose act or default the common drain (or sewer) came into disrepair are
identical in both cases.

THE PRESIDENT or THE CONFERENCE (Dr. D. S. Davics, Bristol) said that
considerable difficulty had from time to time arisen in Bristol in regard to

Sect. 19, Public IIealtli Acts Amendment Act, 1690, and to the definition of
sewer and drain in the Public Health Act, 1875. To meet this difficulty the
Corporation introduced Section 34 in the Bristol Corporation Act, 1905, and
since then no difficulty had’ arisen. The section was as follov-s :-

THE BRISTOL CORPORATION ACT, 1005, SECTION 34
(5 Edward VII., Session 1905).

(1) Where two or more houses or premises are connected with a single private
drain which conveys their drainage into a public sewer. the Corporation shall have
all the powers conferred ly Section 41 of &dquo;The Public Ilealth Act, lSi5,&dquo; and the
Corporation may recover any expenses incurred by them in executing flay works
under the powers conferred on them by that section from the owners of the houses
in such proportions as shall be settled hy the city surveyor, or (in cnse of dispute)
by arbitration under &dquo;The Public Health Act, 1875,&dquo; or by a court of summary
jurisdiction, and such expenses shall bN recoverable summarily as a civil debt, or
the Corporation may declare them to be private improvement expenses, and may
recover them accordingly.

(2) Section 19 of the Public IIealth Acts Amendment Act, 18~0, shall cease to
be in force within the city.

(3) For the purposes of this section, the expression &dquo; draiu includes any sewer
or drain, whether constructed before or after the passing of this Act, with which
two or luore houses or premises (whether belonging to the same or different owners)
are at the date of the passing of this Act, or may at any time hereafter be connected,
or which is used, or capable of being or intended to be used, for the conveyance of
the drainage of such iiouses or premises directly, or by means of any other sewer or
drain to any public sewer sit.uate under ac street repairable by the inhabitants at
large, but shall not include any sewer which has been constructed to the satisfaction
of the Corporation under Section 150 of &dquo; The Public Heath Act, ] 8i.::¡,&dquo; or ally sewer
which has been constructed by the Corporation for the effectual drainage of the
city.

The resolution was carried.;¡’

- ~ ~ 

--

&dquo;Resolutions passed are referred to the Council, and their decision is given on
page 606, K o. 10.
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